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Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 660 m2 Type: House
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Step behind the high garden walls and find the best of today’s entertaining lifestyle in this cool Californian.  One of the

area’s early landholding homes, this rare four bedroom plus home-office, two bathroom Californian Bungalow is expertly

opened up and extended out for today’s entertaining indoor-out lifestyle.  Stepping out to full-sized family backyard with

a free-flowing dual-zone design, this stylish home spills from a quiet central lounge (perfect as media or playspace), to

expansive family living-dining…and on to vast decking with a panel-heated al fresco area.  Step out to full-sized family

backyard with a  free-flowing dual-zone designEntertaining-focused at every turn with a bi-fold servery window opening

from the state-of-the art Ilve appliance kitchen, this designer renovation offers additional decked areas (stretched out to

the side and elevated at the rear), plus a clever deck-access home-office that’s open enough to oversee, and enclosed

enough to work at home!A showcase of clever design features a ‘secret’ butler’s pantry and laundry hidden beyond a wall

of streamlined kitchen cabinetry, this period beauty is styled with modern and functional bathrooms including a designer

ensuite with freestanding bath, good storage including a master walk-in robe, and quality finishes including sleek stone

benchtops, warm timber floors and sculptural ceiling fans. Uncompromising by design with tall 2.4m solid doors to every

room, premium double-glazing to the decks, and ducted climate-control throughout, the home is appointed with al fresco

sound-wiring, and energy efficiencies including 2000L water-tank and a solar-power system. Centrally situated just 350m

to Highett station and shopping strip, and one stop down the line to Southland, this timeless entertainer has it all in reach;

the CBD is within a 29 minute commute, Moorabbin Primary School is just a minute’s walk away and there are parks and

green areas close by to enjoy.


